
 

  

The corporate profile 

 

The company name : J Web Creation Co., Ltd  

The establishment of a company date: 10/2004 

The capital: 3,000,000 THB 

The payroll: 6 persons 

The correspondent bank:  Bangkok Bank head office (Silom) 

The location : 

16/15 D-ONE Onnut-Srinakarin Soi Onnut 74/1, Prawet, Bangkok 

Thailand 

Phone Office + 66-2721-6966, 721-6967 

Mobile telephone: +66-81-372-5724（yokosuka） 

FAX : + 662-721-6968 



E mail: ceo2015@jwebcreation.com 

Web mail: jwcbkk@gmail.com 

Representative Yokosuka Takehiko (born on April 2nd, 1952.) 

 

The business contents 

1. The operation support business of the gender identity disabled 

person: 

It is the Japanese dissemination site of the SRS with Thailand. 

Thailand SRS guide center（TSGC）： http://www.thaisrs.com 

 

2. The fertility treatment support business : The Japanese offer site 

of the ovum donor introduction and the surrogate birth program 

Thailand IVF Support Center（TISC）： http://www.thaiivf.com/ 

 

3. Japanese portal site of the cosmetic surgery in Thailand 

Thailand Cosmetic＆Medical Information Center（TCMIC）： 

http://www.tcmic.net/ 

 

4. The individual flotation person support service: The Japanese 

information site to support an incorporation in Thailand. 

The Thai individual starting new business support group：

http://www.thai-kigyosien.com/ 

 

5. Booking agency for Spa in Thailand business: 

Japanese site can book at great discount spa in Thailand 

Spa Tengoku Thailand： http://www.spa-thai.com/ 

6. Agency business of Work permit application or get the visa 

required to work in Thailand 

7. Thai and Japanese translation and the interpreter business 
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8. The international marriage support business of the Thai and the 

Japanese 

The Management philosophy 

Happiness of customers that it will answer the expectations of our 

customers to feel as their own happiness 

 

Many companies every year we have emerged into the world, but it 

is always company selfish is going to be culled. The company has 

grown in modern, by consideration of the environment, become 

altruistic existence, we have to make efforts to raise its corporate 

value.  

 

In our company, rather than the attitude that end to take care of our 

customers, worked his head like a "family and friends" of customers, 

move the body, you feel as their own happiness the happiness of our 

customers, to the joy of every one of our customers we believe that it 

will lead, what this is the existence value of our company as a 

company.  

 

So that it is possible to try to support that exceed the expectations of 

our customers and to share the happiness with our customers as a 

result, I will served with full force. 

 

 

 

 


